
Custom Made Aluminum Metal Non Stick 10*10*4cm Mini Square Loaf
Pan Baking Mold Square Bread Pan with Lid
 
Main features of 10*10*4 mini cake bread baking molds mini square loaf bread pan
with lid

Introducing the custom made 10*10*4cm mini square bread loaf pan with lid by Tsingbuy – the
perfect companion for your baking adventures! Crafted with precision from high-quality aluminum
material, this mini bread pan is designed to elevate your baking experience.

Aluminum Material: this mini square bread mold loaf pan is constructed with durable aluminum,
ensuring even heat distribution for consistent baking results. The sturdy material guarantees
longevity, making it a reliable choice for your kitchen.

Non-Stick Surface: Say goodbye to sticking nightmares! The non-stick surface of this mini square
bread mold loaf pan ensures easy release of your delicious creations. Enjoy flawlessly shaped loaves
without the hassle of stubborn residue.

Mini Size Design: Designed with mini-sized loaves in mind, this square bread baking pan is perfect
for creating individual servings or a variety of petite bread types. Ideal for experimenting with
different flavors and presentations.

With Cover: The included lid adds versatility to your baking endeavors. Use it to trap moisture for a
softer crust or leave it off for a crispier finish. The lid also helps lock in flavors and keep your bread
fresh.

Hole at the Bottom: Enhance air circulation and achieve uniform baking with the strategically
placed hole at the bottom of the pan. This feature ensures that your mini loaves are perfectly baked
from top to bottom.

Tsingbuy Professional Quality: Trust in the expertise of Tsingbuy bread molds factory, a
renowned professional bakeware manufacturer with over 17 years experience in comemrcial baking
pan ODM&OEM service. Our commitment to quality shines through in every detail of this mini square
loaf bread baking pan. Customization options are highly welcomed, allowing you to tailor your baking
tools to suit your unique preferences.

Upgrade your baking arsenal with the Mini Square Loaf Bread Baking Pan with Lid by Tsingbuy.
Whether you're a seasoned baker or a novice in the kitchen, this pan is designed to deliver
exceptional results every time. Unleash your creativity and bake with confidence!
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https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Aluminum-Sandwich-Bread-Molds-Loaf-Tin-Toast-Baking-Pan-with-Hollow.html












 
 
More types of bread & loaf pans for your information
Here are more wholesale square bread pan with lid from Tsingbuy for bakery and home kitchen use.
Our pullman loaf pans is designed with simple style, beautiful and practical with fast heat conduction, even heating, not easy
to appear partial scorch.
Material optional: aluminum, aluminized steel, stainless steel
Perforation options: no perforation, bottom-perforated, all-perforated
Using scene: single loaf pan, strap loaf pan
Surface options: smooth, corrugated, no-coating, Teflon non-stick, silicone non-stick
Size: any size
Lid: with lid or not as your requirement.
 

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/10cm-Non-Stick-Aluminum-Square-Bread-Loaf-Pan-with-Lid.html










 
 

 
Custom manufacturing of strap loaf pan is one of our biggest strength, welcome for more info.
Tsingbuy non stick mini loaf pan supplier has been engaged in bakeware manufacturing for over 12 years and has been
supplying  thousands  of  bakeware  for  international  customers.  Using  our  baking  pan,  you  can  easily  make  all  kinds  of
delicious  food,  Chiffon  cakes,  mousse  cake,  Pound  cake,  cheese  cake,  etc
 

 

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Aluminized-Steel-Customzied-Mini-Loaf-Pan-with-24-Cups.html








 
 
 

 
Tsingbuy loaf & bread pan factory pictures
 

 











 



 
 


